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Corrigendum to 2021 Call for proposals – Simple programmes – Grants to information provision
and promotion measures concerning agricultural products implemented in the internal market and
in third countries in accordance with Regulation (EU) No 1144/2014 of the European Parliament
and the Council
(Official Journal of the European Union C 31 of 28 January 2021)
(2021/C 80/07)
On page 13, Section ‘4. Timetable and deadlines’ in the table:
for:

read:

‘Deadline for submission:

28 April 2021 – 17:00:00 CET (Brussels)

Evaluation:

April – September 2021’,

‘Deadline for submission:

11 May 2021 – 17:00:00 CET (Brussels)

Evaluation:

May – September 2021’.

On page 17, Section ‘6. Eligibility – Eligible activities’ under ‘Proposals must’:
for:

‘(c) comply with Union law governing the products concerned and their marketing and have a Union
dimension;’,

read:

‘(c) comply with Union law governing the products concerned and their marketing and have a Union
dimension; they shall also comply with all the provisions described under Article 3(1) of Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2015/1829;’.

On page 18, Section ‘6. Eligibility – Eligible activities’ after point (f):
for:

‘For the purposes of assessing the eligibility of the activities, the following information must be provided:
— for proposals covering national quality schemes: documentation or a reference to publicly available
sources that prove that the quality scheme is officially recognised by the Member State
— for proposals targeting the internal market and relaying a message on proper dietary practices or
responsible alcohol consumption: description how the proposed programme and its message(s) are in
line with the relevant national rules in the field of public health in the Member State where the
programme will be carried out (including references or documentation in support of this claim)
— for proposals promoting sustainable products or methods: documentation or a reference to publicly
available sources that prove that the product/method is certified as sustainable.’,

read:

‘For the purposes of assessing the eligibility of the activities, the following information must be provided:
— for proposals covering national quality schemes: documentation or a reference to publicly available
sources that prove that the quality scheme is officially recognised by the Member State
— for proposals targeting the internal market and relaying a message on proper dietary practices or
responsible alcohol consumption: description how the proposed programme and its message(s) are in
line with the relevant national rules in the field of public health in the Member State where the
programme will be carried out (including references or documentation in support of this claim).’.
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On page 23, Section ’10. Legal and financial set-up of the Grant Agreements’ under ‘Spec i fi c c o st el i gi bil i t y
c ondi tio ns fo r th i s c al l – d i v e rs ’:
for:

— ‘inception meeting: costs for inception meeting organised by the granting authority are eligible (travel
costs for maximum 2 persons, return ticket to Brussels and accommodation for one night) only if the
meeting takes place after the project starting date set out in the Grant Agreement; the starting date can
be changed through an amendment, if needed’,

read:

— ‘inception meeting: costs for inception meeting organised by the granting authority are eligible (travel
costs for maximum 2 persons, return ticket and accommodation for one night) only if the meeting
takes place after the project starting date set out in the Grant Agreement; the starting date can be
changed through an amendment, if needed’.

